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convert JSON string to JSON object
in JavaScript? I have a string in
JavaScript that is a JSON string

(not in a JSON object) such as: var
str = { a: 2, b: 4, c: false, d:

undefined } How can I convert it
to a JSON object? I thought I could

use JSON.parse(), but it didn't
work. var str = '{"a":2, "b":4,

"c":false, "d":undefined}' str =
JSON.parse(str); // Not working A:
Don't do JSON.parse(str); var str =
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'{"a":2, "b":4, "c":false,
"d":undefined}' str =

JSON.parse('{"a":2, "b":4,
"c":false, "d":undefined}'); If you

really want to use JSON.parse,
you need to call it on an object
and not a string. Also, you have
not told JavaScript to parse the

JSON; if you want that, you must
add ";"}" at the end. var str =

JSON.parse('{"a":2, "b":4,
"c":false, "d":undefined}'; If you

have single/double quotes
(Notepad++), you need to use

raw strings: var str =
JSON.parse('{"a":2, "b":4,
"c":false, "d":undefined}');

Reference: Javascript strings:
JavaScript string literals; String

JSON.parse (MDN) You don't need
JSON libraries: Javascript Object

Literals Sample: var str = '{"a":2,
"b":4, "c":false, "d":undefined}';
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var obj = {};
obj[JSON.parse('{"a":2, "b":4,

"c":false, "d 0cc13bf012
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articles written by a British Guianan woman. "we are just an
island that desperately needs to improve our education
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